We can find the first anticipation of the World Wide Web hypertextual structure in Bush paper of 1945, where he described a "selection" and storage machine called the Memex, capable of keeping the useful information of a user and connecting it to other relevant material present in the machine or added by other users. We will argue that Vannevar Bush, who conceived this type of machine, did it because its involvement with analogical devices. During the 1930s, in fact, he invented and built the Differential Analyzer, a powerful analogue machine, used to calculate various relevant mathematical functions. The model of the Memex is not the digital one, because it relies on another form of data representation that emulates more the procedures of memory than the attitude of the logic used by the intellect. Memory seems to select and arrange information according to association strategies, i.e., using analogies and connections that are very often arbitrary, sometimes even chaotic and completely subjective. The organization of information and the knowledge creation process suggested by logic and symbolic formal representation of data is deeply different from the former one, though the logic approach is at the core of the birth of computer science (i.e., the Turing Machine and the Von Neumann Machine). We will discuss the issues raised by these two "visions" of information management and the influences of the philosophical tradition of the theory of knowledge on the hypertextual organization of content. We will also analyze all the consequences of these different attitudes with respect to information retrieval techniques in a hypertextual environment, as the web. Our position is that it necessary to take into accounts the nature and the dynamic social topology of the network when we choose information retrieval methods for the network; otherwise, we risk creating a misleading service for the end user of web search tools (i.e., search engines).
31.We hypostatize information into objects. Rearrangement of objects is change in the content of information; the message has changed. This is a language which we have lost the ability to read. We ourselves are a part of this language; change in us are changes in the content of the information. We ourselves are information-rich; information enters us, is processed and then
projected outward once more, now in an altered form. We are not aware that we are doing this, that in fact is all we are doing.
Philip K. Dick, Valis

1
The philosopher and the present
In "The art of telling the truth", Michel Foucault, commenting an essay by Kant about the French Revolution, argued that he posed a new question for philosophy, the question about the present in relation to the philosopher, participating and belonging to it. The big issue about his present according to Kant was the understanding of the Revolution. The spirit of Revolutions does not consist in the event itself; it regards, instead, the perception and understanding of them by the people who did not participated to the revolutionary events. The importance of revolutions, then, consists in the feelings and thoughts of those who were not main actors in the event itself, but experienced a strong emotion in relation to it. The interpretation of the revolutionary events means, "to know what is to be done with that will to revolution, that 'enthusiasm' for the Revolution which is quite different from the revolutionary enterprise itself" (Foucault 1994: 147) .
We believe that some revolutionary events that took place in the young history of Informatics 1 brought radical changes to the information management strategies. We want to understand the spirit of the information and communication technologies revolution shared also among those who did not participate directly to its conception and launch, and discuss how to keep that spirit alive today, accepting the grand challenge represented by the creation of new methods for searching on the web.
2
The other analogue machine: the Memex
Vannevar Bush (1890 Bush ( -1974 was the anticipator of the creation of WWW. He suggested a similar application, imagining the machine as a "future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized private file and library" (Bush 1945 ). This tool, called the Memex, had to work as the "human mind" that operates by association and not as an artificial index of a real library. According to him, it was possible to mechanize the process of selection by association and analogy, and he imagined his device as a supplement for the human memory. The Memex was his second machine: during the 1930s, Bush built a powerful analogue machine, the Differential Analyzer, used to "measure" the values of complex functions, necessary to various calculation tasks during the Second World War. The associative process of creating trails between different pieces of information and connecting them was more related to the analogue paradigm than to the digital one that was at the core of the logical structure of the computer.
If someone had told Vannevar Bush that his most famous project in the twenty-first century would have been the Memex, he probably would have laughed at the idea. He is definitely one of the most successful US scientists during the 1930s and the 1940s, not only for his astounding scientific and technological achievements, but also for his success as a politician and an administrator in science. In 1940, Bush was at the centre of a powerful network of scientists that accepted to cooperate with military partners during the war: he planned and led the Office for Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) . He was also one of the creators of the peacetime substitute of the OSRD, the National Science Foundation (NSF). His analysis of research developments from a privileged position made him envisage two major problems of science in the Twentieth Century: the specialization of scholars and the amount of literature produced in each research area. It was almost impossible at his times to "keep abreast of current thought, even in restricted fields" (Bush 1945 ). According to him, it was necessary to extend, share, access and consult the produced records, in order to make them useful for science progress. The difficulty in managing the scientific literature of every specialization has increased dramatically since 1945 and digital technologies did not offer a solution to it 2 . Bush proposed an answer that was thought provoking at that time and is still inspiring for us now. He argued that selection of relevant material was the key factor to deal with such a huge quantity of information and criticized the mechanisms commonly used by libraries to index information. It was not only a bare proposal for a mechanical improvement of the actual process used by libraries to organize bibliographic data and obtain outputs for specific researches, he suggested, instead, a complete change of paradigm in the information retrieval strategies, as well as in the knowledge management area.
Our ineptitude in getting at the record is largely caused by the artificiality of systems of indexing. When data of any sort are placed in storage they are filed alphabetically or numerically, and information is found (when it is) by tracing it down from subclass to subclass. It can be in only one place, unless duplicates are used; one has to have rules as to which path will locate it, and the rules are cumbersome […] .
The human mind does not work that way. It operates by association. With one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the next that is suggested by the association of thoughts, in accordance with some intricate web of trails carried by the cells of the brain (Bush 1945: 32-33 ).
Bush individuated a fault in the traditional cataloguing methods of library and a new perspective in the information management field. The new idea entailed the emulation of the associative strategy adopted by memory, when it selected a trail of ideas in the mind. It was possible that the chosen associations were meaningful only for the mind that created them. Despite the arbitrariness of the links, the method could be very effective in retrieving information and making sense of raw data. Bush did not believe that machines were able to simulate memory, but he was convinced that they could "augment" the natural power of the human brain by making sound and useful associations. He is an inspiring precursor of the web and of the hypertextual world, who had an explicit or implicit influence on all the people who actively shaped that world such as Joseph Carl Robnett Licklider (1915 -1990 ), Douglas Engelbart (1925 -), Ted Nelson (1937 and Tim Berners-Lee (1955-) . In the paper Memex II (1959/1991) , Bush raised the question about what machines can do. According to him, they could store and recollect data, which is what they were meant to do, but they were also equipped to do logical reasoning. Discussing about logic, he launched a strong attack against the abuse of it. In his view, people should use logic only when the premises were defined precisely and data were stated clearly, without these guarantees logic was meaningless. The abuse of logic consisted in the application of Aristotelian rules to undefined premises. Moreover, all sound conclusions that could be obtained from some correctly defined axioms, according to precise rules, were already implicitly contained in the premises themselves, that were valuable only because they could organize the raw data, which would difficultly achieved by other means. Machines, such as Memex, not only could apply logic reasoning without mistakes, but could also be linked to other more sophisticated devices that were able to accomplish more complicated tasks, than retrieving stored data. We can conclude that if Norbert Wiener , the inventor of Cybernetics, was looking for the "Human use of human beings" (1950), Bush was creating the intellectual and social space for the "human use of technology", which was a revolution in itself, and the mother of all the future revolutionary achievements. In Bush's vision, it was very clear that there were two models of representing and organizing information and his conclusion seems still sound to us now.
The first one is based on a traditional conception of logic and mechanization of reasoning. This approach tend to eliminate all the unpredictable faculties such as ingenuity, judgement and initiative and to rely on classification tools to describe available information. We can connect this tradition to Leibniz and his project of a Characteristica Universalis, a system that included a formal language (Lingua Characteristica) and an inference method (Calculus Ratiocinator). Important logicians shared this project at the beginning of the last century, such as David Hilbert, Bertrand Russell, Alonzo Church, etc.
With the recent beginning of the web, about thirteen years ago, it was necessary to collect and organize information available on the network. The state-of-the-art technology, at that time, was based on the information retrieval tools used to access the huge static digital databases, whose theoretical background belonged to relational algebra and set theory. These fields shared common roots with the tradition of logic considered as a unique, universal, coherent, individualistic method to represent data. Despite the development and the success of the information retrieval techniques in the organization and query process of the raw data, these tools were not adequate to the way information was dynamically and chaotically stored inside the web.
The other model of representing information, preferred by Bush, was influenced by the associative capabilities of the human beings. These faculties have more to do with memory and creativity, than with deductive and formal abilities. They offer a representation of data that is neither unique nor completely free from mistakes and misunderstandings; but, in spite of the difficulties it faces, this modelling attitude is more fertile in the knowledge creation process. Moreover, this method seems more promising and adequate to the understanding of the web, considering its peculiar self-organizing topology.
4
Wittgenstein and the language as a social game Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889 -1951 , the great Austrian philosopher, provided us with another fruitful tool to understand the mechanism that transforms the bare information into knowledge. In his reflection on language and meaning, his main concern in the second phase of his research (1953), he formulated the interesting hypothesis that learning a language means becoming proficient in managing a series of linguistic games. Nobody can use a language that the others cannot comprehend. Language communication is a social activity that has to do with the application of rules that allow people to understand each others, even if they do not share the same vision of the world. Language needs to convey meaning to the others and the connection between meanings and words is a social procedure that happens in time and is relative to a community of human beings who learn to use the same games and share a life style (lebensform). In order to cope with the raw data, people need to attribute a certain meaning to the information and this is possible only by learning how to use the rules that permit to answer adequately to questions about that piece of information for a specific community of speakers. Following a rule is an activity that, according to Wittgenstein, cannot happen only once for only one human being, in order for the communication to be activated, the orders to be obeyed and the questions to be answered correctly. The understanding process that transforms information into knowledge has to do with the habits of a social group, defined in time and space. Though it is difficult to define uniformly what we mean by knowledge, we are arguing here that it is related to some way of processing information, or attributing adequacy or justification to it. In our present discussion, we are particularly interested in the kind of knowledge that is determined as a social product, created by accessing to information through the digital communication technologies, yet it is likely that a large amount of knowledge belongs to this category. When we look for information on the web, we are asking our mediators (search engines) to provide us with information, which ought to be "relevant" to the subject of our query. The principle of relevance, that is so important for the sorting out of useful results in a search (Belew 2000: 304-305) , has a deep relationship with the context-sensitivity of language games used in certain situations to convey meaning to a specific sentence, as Wittgenstein envisaged. The role of mediators consists in finding out the socially relevant results according to all sort of different contexts, but their activity implies a twofold delicate status for them because, while evaluating and delivering a context relevant list of outcomes, they have, among their various tasks, that of the production of the social context and of that socially established meaning.
5
The sociality and the topology of the network
The computer itself drives it origins from a symbolic and formal representation of information influenced by the logic of the 1930s (see Turing 1937 ). Its computation model works as an isolated agent, serially manipulating formal symbols according to a table of unambiguous instructions, without any relation with the external environment. The network (ARPANET, the ancestor of the Internet) was built to avoid isolation and let the scientists, working in different laboratories, communicate with each others and share the same resources. Later, the web was another step forward. Tim Berners-Lee imagined it as a big author-system in which all people could contribute and interact with each other's work, creating links between pages. According to the theory of networks, it seems that the web is highly intertwined. The web seems to behave like a dynamic ecosystem in which pages are continuously born, change their address, get removed, etc., following a distribution based on unwritten power laws (Barabási 2002: 67) . Though distributed in the various hosts of the network, information is not accessible democratically due to the topology of directed graphs (Broder et al. 2000) , that produces the characteristic bow-tie structure of nodes. Only some "continents" are easy to surf, while some others are inaccessible to the unaware user. According to Peirce, the conception of reality implies the presence of a community without specific limits, always capable of a definite increase of knowledge (Peirce 1868) . We can definitely consider the web as a tool to produce socially agreed reality and probably this definition represents well the spirit of the web revolution: a collective creation of a new dynamic communication space.
The Notre Dame University research group, under the guide of Albert-László Barabási set up an experiment to map the web. Using the method commonly adopted in statistical mechanics, they analysed only a small fragment of the web and hypothesized the behaviour of the network as a whole, based on the assumption that it would have a similar topology in term of connections of nodes. Through this experiment, they obtained an astonishing result: on average, there were 19 degrees of separation between two randomly taken web pages (Barabási 2002: 32-34) . As Barabási clearly stated:
The most intriguing result of our web-mapping project was the complete absence of democracy, fairness, and egalitarian values on the web. We learned that the topology of the web prevents us from seeing anything but a mere handful of the billion documents out there (Barabási 2002: 56) .
The fact that all information is theoretically available on the web is not a guarantee that it is easily accessible. According to the latest results of the theory of the networks, it seems that social networks (and the WWW is not an exception) are dominated by a few highly connected nodes, the so-called hubs, that can be considered as the strongest argument against the utopian vision of the cyberspace as an egalitarian arena.
Licklider and Taylor wrote a fundamental paper on the computer as a communication device (1968) . They put forward a very optimistic scenario of technology enhancement in the human-machine interactions and in the relations between human beings, via the computer. Despite the bright future they foresaw, there was one final caveat note about the role of communication devices in society. The impact of the revolution would be good or bad depending on the availability of online content and services. If the access to online information were a privilege reserved to few people it might "exaggerate the discontinuity in the spectrum of intellectual opportunity", if it were a right for everybody the network will allow the population to "enjoy the advantage of 'intelligence amplification'".
We are still at same point on this delicate issue: if the information retrieval services allow a democratic access to most (if not all) of the available information, then the network will be an increase in the intelligence possibility of the people, provided that everybody is allowed to access the technology. The role of the information filters could not be more delicate than that, and we have to concentrate on this objective of guaranteeing an open, distributed, social and cooperative access to the web.
6
The success of PageRank and its faults
Considering the structure of the web, users could experience many difficulties when they try to orientate themselves in order to find useful or relevant information; the organization and the finding of pages can frequently be frustrating due to the overwhelming and chaotic load of available data. That is why, search engines play the role of mediators for accessing information, recommending the "guided tours" to visitors and letting them enter or not in online resources. It is likely that users obtain their information via a search engine, and if a page is not listed in the results of a query, its location will remain forever unknown. According to the title of a recent paper on this subject, Esse est indicato in Google, existence is guaranteed only by the presence in the index of Google (Hinman 2005) . This gives an enormous power and a huge responsibility to search engines, because they offer the unique choice of results, outside of which there is only chaos and incomprehensible noise. The questions that arise spontaneously from these premises are: how fair is this web "guided tour" by search engines, considering that we rely completely on it? Is a search engine presentation of the web trustworthy? Could we exclude that search engines are not biased by commercial reasons or casual failures in representing the integrity and the complexity of the virtual world?
We concentrate on Google, which is the most successful search engine so far 3 , trying to understand the reasons for its power in retrieving data on the web. Its efficiency depends, beyond the huge number of indexed pages 4 , mainly on its search algorithm, PageRank, which relies on the exploitation of interconnections of web pages, as a way to attribute authority to pages. This algorithm mixes a standard inverted index of all pages, treated as vectors of strings, with a system that allows the attribution of authority to a page according to the links that it receives from other pages. A link from page "A" to page "B" is interpreted as a "mark" given to the "B" page from the "A" page. The value of the link depends also on the authority of "A" and the definition of authority is recursive: the more a page is linked by authoritative pages, the more it is authoritative itself. Therefore, the success of Google depends mainly on its capability of taking into account the actual topology of the web, while ranking the pages (see Brin and Page 1998) . Pages linked by many authoritative pages have more relevance credentials for the users. However, even if the system is adequate when the user is looking for hubs and "mainstream" pages, search engines results are less trustworthy when we look for "minority pages". When we seek for information that is not very well known, or not very popular, or even only written in a language that is not widely spoken, like Italian or Norwegian, for example, it is much more difficult to obtain it (see Cho and Roy 2004) . Though minorities' protection is not at the center of the users' attention, it is a very relevant issue in the perspective of the creation of ecology of the web as a collective and distributed information tool. Thus, the ranking mechanism, that is the main reason for the "fitness" of Google performance, produces at the same time discrimination for all sorts of minorities present on the web (language minorities, scientific minorities, young communities, etc.). The solution to this problem, however, does not seem easy to find, considering the complex nature of information retrieval in a distributed environment such as the web.
Minorities visibility is not the only difficulty that we encounter when we use Google, or another similar tool, as our privileged door to the web; there is also the "Google bombing" or "link bombing" phenomena 5 .
As an example, if we try to type in the query bar the string "miserable failure", we obtain as the first result President Bush's webpage on the White House website by the hackers of PageRank characteristics. To achieve this result they do not need to enter in the target page. They only need to create many pages, widely cross-linked with each others, using that term and connect them to the President Bush homepage. Notice that this activity is legal. In addition, it is not an isolated episode; all commercial companies can make the most of it to increase the ranks of their homepages relatively to the pertinent keywords (Gori and Numerico 2003) .
The "second generation" ranking algorithms of search engines, such as PageRank, are based on measuring popularity of webpages, which is a successful strategy compared to the previous information retrieval methodologies, but it is still a partial representation of the web, in which only popular and well connected websites are highly ranked, and therefore visible. Moreover whatever technology is used by a search engine, the search process is not transparent, we never know the reason for each particular list of results (Hinman 2005: 22) , and up to a certain level nobody is aware of all the technical evaluation steps that produced a specific outcome list in reply to a particular query. We are, therefore, condemned to ignorance about technical unintentional biases of the source. These biases are more dangerous than the deliberate ones because they are less detectable, so they require a more refined defense strategy.
7
Database information retrieval versus association retrieval strategies
In the history of information retrieval, we never dealt with unstructured data. The key process of a database creation was the interpretation of data, in order to organize them in a precise and manageable way. Steve Lawrence and Lee Giles, two of the most influential scientists in the field of search engines' performance, declared:
The WWW is a distributed, dynamic and rapidly growing information resource that present difficulties to traditional information retrieval technologies. Traditional information retrieval software was designed for different environments and has typically been used for indexing a static collection of directly accessible documents. The nature of the web brings up questions such as: can centralized architecture of the search engines keep up with the increasing number of documents?
Can they update their databases regularly to detect modified, deleted, and relocated information? (Lawrence and Giles 1999: 117-118) Considered from this point of view, the creation of a database and its transformation of the data into a meaningful whole is not what we need when searching the web. Being a dynamic, complex self-regulating structure, the network would need more associative distributed retrieval strategies, capable of creating "trails" of meanings and of memories, than old tools coming from the long experience of large databases management tradition. This is clearly acknowledged by some of the major experts in the area:
Many of the search engines use well-known information retrieval (IR) algorithms and techniques. However, IR algorithms were developed for relatively small and coherent collections such as newspaper articles or book catalogues in a (physical) library. The web, on the other hand, is massive, much less coherent, changes more rapidly and is spread over geographically distributed computers. This requires new techniques or extensions to the old ones, to deal with gathering information, making index structures scalable and efficiently updateable, and improving the ability of search engines to discriminate (Arasu et al. 2001: 2-3 (Henzinger et al. 2004: 5190) .
We can conclude that, now, the web search techniques are not capable of taking into account some of the peculiarities of the complex data organization of the network and risk to misinterpret information and conceal some relevant data, so that they will remain undiscovered for the unaware user 8 . Although web pages have a tag structure that allows a sort of database organization for information, it is inopportune to describe the web's complex topology and structure 9 , using a traditional database, whose nature has much in common with the classic logic approach to knowledge representation. Fitting the web into a database means to forget the centrality of its associative, collective and narrative character, as Bush already anticipated in 1945. The database will be only an abstract snapshot of the web content that cannot preserve its integrity, its nature and, above all, its soul.
Moreover, research is a unique term used to identify a variety of activities: search through keywords, different methods to analyze structured and non-structured data, flexible ranking mechanisms, peer results evaluation, content organization, automatic, rule-based, machine-learning classification, relational taxonomies, taxonomy generation, social knowledge management, adaptive ranking based on social choices etc. (Bawa et al. 2003) . All these different processes not only require diverse strategies to be properly performed, but are aimed at generating complementary results. For these reasons, no matter how efficient a search engine is, it is highly recommendable to invent a wide range of means to gather data from the web. There is an urgent need to invent and apply new methods for retrieving information that are more respectful of the spirit of the WWW revolution and more adequate to the collective, dynamic, distributed and analogy-based nature of the web.
We can observe that all the present centralized searching methods, based on information retrieval techniques share many characteristics with the logic approach that we have already described. Therefore, following Bush's vision, we can argue that it is necessary to work out new searching methods, adequate to the associative nature of the web. In order to activate the "memory-based", intelligence augmentation techniques that support a more creative and collective approach to information, we have to work on a different model of information management that takes into accounts the creative role of connections between different pieces of information. This method could contribute to the construction of an appropriate "web of trails" in order to help the human memory to increase its power and its control over the web, despite the fact that neither of these approaches could guarantee the exhaustiveness of the active associations. Searching methods used by Peer-To-Peer (P2P) networks are a promising new approach to the field of dynamic and associative retrieval strategies (see Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis 2004 for more details on P2P networks and their searching methods). They provide dynamic replies to queries, interrogating in real time the resources temporary available within the active nodes of peers connected in a certain moment. Serendipity should be the inspirational principle of these new retrieving techniques, 7 Monika Henzinger was a Director of research at Google until the end of 2004. From January 2005 she is professor at the École Polytechnique Fédéral of Lausanne. 8 The discussion of the Invisible Web is outside the scope of this paper, for further information see (Sherman and Price 2001) . 9 For more information about the web topology according to power law degree distribution see (Faloutsos et al 1999) . whose major aims are the augmentation of creativity, the management of collective memory about the available information and increase of associative power of the hypertexual structure of the web. The new research strategy should start with a rethinking of the finding process as a dynamic never-ending creative activity and not as a static and univocal response.
